
12081: "news read quite regularly  on-line and mostly related to minor death 

occurences with several accidents like plane crashes and bus crashes but also the 

usual  attacks  and  the  syrian  war  that  continues  and  other  conflicts  such  as 

attacks in nigeria killing quite many but not really talked of"

13085: "films of publis spaces started in the most beautiful panorama offered by 

the island of monteisola in the iseo lake and then continuing with the usual 

northern italian cities already explored like in venice and my sunny mountains to 

then get back to the awful scandinavian winter mostly filming places showed to 

myrthe and the reaching her in the netherlands shortly to visit her brother in 

beautiful maastricht and filming there during a walk on the hills and latter in 

boring eindhoven with nothing really to be explored"

03066: "songs heard still while in italy listening to the radio in the many trips 

by car with jacek and myrthe singing and then also back in sweden listening to the 

songs on the radio and to august singing while playing video-games on my computer 

but also in the few weeks that myrthe spent here listening to her singing love 

songs to me an dplaying romantic music in the evening while dining"

02120: "a month with initially allot of dreams but then getting quite affected to 

at last completely burnt out from traveling and particularly skype conversations 

with my father provoking a few violent dreams and myrthe with whom we also tried 

to make love on the distance but nonetheless being also affected by all the 

academic reading and writings and at last be able to get more wet in my head by 

biking allot out with the new spring sun"

06034: ”back to running in my little park after the snow melted and despite an 

initial cold and gray weather being a bit disturbed by a lady coming with her 

pitbul dog but then running again with the new spring sun and also august who 

found many little kintergarten friends to play with and even starting to feel an 

headache but then quickly resolve it by running and so also all the stiff legs i 

got seating for too long at my desk feeling in the end really great ans also 

running with only my t-shirt despite all the parallel training done biking out to 

the nature”

05060: ”walking with much now in malmö going with jacek to seminars and then 

quite allot with a portughese philosopher i met at an oprning and walking with him 

and his egyptina friend all around the ciy but then also biking allot and latter 

exploring by feet the nice area around järna and lastly doing quite some walking 

in sunny utrecht trying to get over the traveling and also with myrthe while 

starting to perceive allot of worries about coming and leaving with me”

18057: "a month period started in the very windy city of malmö and then continued 

over to stockholm experiencing allot of wind particularly going by bike and being 

more or less exposed by it depending on the landscape and getting allot of wind 

when biking with myrthe and august on our way back from an antopophysic institute



and during sugust's birthday when the weather got really dreadful and we tried to 

walk  out  but  got  some  frozen  wind  welcoming  us  and  finally  getting  to  the 

netherlands experiencing some wind there despite the lovely weather and finally 

back to always windy malmö walking to the university with jacek and being quite 

exposed"

09045: "more recording of my thoughts gathered in very seldom occasions when left 

without  august  and  myrthe  thinking  again  about  my  intellectually  constrained 

situation in academia but also about my incresingly more difficult situation with 

myrthe who no longer wishes to live with me and recording more frequently as the 

spring comes out while walking to the mall but also in the forest behind august's 

apartment"

01123:"a quite active month not traveling so often and seriously now archiving 

all the physical outcomes of my project in boxes but also spending some lovely 

days out enjoying the sunny weather and biking quite allot even with august and 

for a whole night surviving as nomads and other than that spend time in utrecht 

with myrthe and there concentrating myself more on writing down papers for each 

part of my project and finding little energy going back to sweden but at last 

doing some major changes in my studio resuming the interactive wall project"

15050:"a month spent quite a lot outside biking and inhaling some occasional 

traffic  going  on  big  road  south  of  my  place  to  reach  the  open  country  but 

particularly inhaling allot of the dust from all the gravel placed on the road in 

the winter and a few times also smelling the iron of the factories nearby but 

other than than that inhaling fresh air in utrecht despite the traffic found in 

the outskirt when biking with myrthe and the usual smell of the airplane gasoline 

when traveling"

04050:": "a period feeling rather burnt out but then finding back my focus with 

sunny days biking and feeling bad again with myrthe now deciding not to come over 

this fall and then getting much of a winter weather once again till at last 

feeling very good about biking out with august to the countryside despite a fight 

with a camping site owner and gaining much happiness to finally be allowed by my 

new supervisor to move on with my project in a more experimental way"

10059: "still in krakow meeting up with jacek's friend while he was already gone 

and going out mostly in the evening in bars talking to them about the hobbies they 

have to leave aside such as music but also meeting a very nice short girl who was 

also  a  musician  and  sang  from  her  room  while  i  was  trying  to  organize  an 

exhibition which brought me to talk to a curator of a new institute and then on my 

way back to sweden at night meeting an indian student very afraid of me since i 

walked to the road to the city center and later meeting a swedish italian nice 

guy studying old history after which i met a finn swedish at an opening with quite 

a lot of vitality and with whom we tried to do some exhibition again but never 

managed and at last meeting a cool colleague of jacek from manchester with a lot



of nice stories and quite nice political opinions revealing me many insights of 

old england"

12082: "news looked up regularly on the web switching at last to a new news 

website with less commercials and reading about rather big events such as a plane 

disappearing with hundreds people in the ocean near malasya and a big landslide in 

the states while also reading the usual attacks in the restless middle east but 

also finding quite many casualties reported in south america"

17041: "i am not really sure where these clouds were examined possibly still in the 

states also given the amount of cowboys in imagined and also a few flying 

figures like a super hero but also a few fishes mostly incorporated in other 

creatures"

13086:"going out a bit more with the coming of the spring and filming public 

spaces with august being still in the city center of stockholm but also södertälje 

and there exploring in nice days the forest and countryside to the south also 

taking the bike and doing so alone and then also exploring again the southern 

swedish city of malmö with jacek and not really being able to film public spaces 

as much as i wanted to but on the other hand being left quite alone in utrecht 

with myrthe working and a very nice weather outside which has allowed me to again 

explore the little but very nice city"

08047: "a story inspired by a little duck i kept seeing with august when walking 

into town by the river and being most amazed by its physiognomy and also by an 

actual drunk who shared old muffins with all the other birds but somehow never 

feeding that duck i later found out to be called a sculp and being also quite 

impressed about its diving features and the fact that they are typical of this 

vikings region and the very river where they used to transport their bounty into a 

hidden island"


